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20th October 2020: This session was well

attended by member exporters from

different parts of the country along with Mr.

Ravi K Passi, Chairman, EPCH; Mr. Kamal Soni,

Vice Chairman, EPCH; and Mr. Rajesh Rawat,

Joint Director, EPCH. The expert panelist was

Ms. Nickhie Antony, Business Head  for

Jewellery and Softlines categories for the IN

to US Arch in the Global Trade team of

Amazon. She overlooks new seller requirement and expansion of

these categories.

Mr. Kamal Soni welcomed the panelist and participants. He

said, “these type of knowledge enhancing webinars help the

export community to find new technological advanced ways by

which exports can be increased. Such global selling platforms will

help the entire  export fraternity.” Mr. Ravi K Passi said that in this

digital era there are various tools or platforms  available to

manufacturers and merchants. Businesses should wisely go

through the platforms, learn about them, understand pros and

cons, and then decision should be taken.

Start Selling from India to the World
Building Capabilities for a Digital World

(LtoR) Mr. Ravi K Passi, Chairman, EPCH; Mr. Kamal Soni, Vice Chairman, EPCH; and expert

panellist, Ms. Nickhie Antony
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Ms. Nickhie started her presentation highlighting some facts

about the e-Commerce export opportunities available to India. In

her detailed and illustrated presentation, she showed, as per the

recent study by McKinzie in 2020, there is $1 trillion of global

opportunity having $300 billion for Indian MSME's. Top destination

for exports are USA, UK, France, Spain, Japan, etc. with top

categories of textiles, jewellery, toys, sports, etc. In her presentation

she showed how amazon can be used by Indian manufacturers

for global selling.

Amazon global selling is an arm of amazon which help

manufacturer export there products by on boarding them on

their e-Commerce platform. Amazon helps MSMEs through there

awareness campaigns, enabling them with latest technology and

providing cross border logistics solutions. It also provides third

party services to their registered sellers. The expert panellist also

showed some of the government support for facilitating e-

Commerce exports by MSMEs.
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Sustainable Fashion
Why is it the Future?

Ms. Ankita S. Pandey, Associate Professor, Sharda University

upon trends in handicrafts over the last few years and highlighting

the fact that there has been a significant rise in handicrafts exports

from 2007-08 to 2017-18. This can be owed to the paradigm shift

in consumer demand, trends, designs, etc. Ms. Pandey suggested

that there are various aspects that can be focused on, to help one

22nd October 2020: Sustainable fashion is a movement and

process of fostering change to fashion products and the fashion

system towards greater ecological integrity and social justice.

Sustainable fashion concerns more than just addressing fashion

textiles or products. It comprises addressing the whole system of

fashion. This means dealing with interdependent social, cultural,

ecological, and financial systems. Sustainable fashion also deals

with considering fashion from the perspective of many

stakeholders - users and producers, all living species, contemporary

and future dwellers on earth. Sustainable fashion, therefore, is the

responsibility of citizens, the public sector, and

the private sector.

Against this background, EPCH organised

this webinar with NIFT alumna, Ms. Ankita S.

Pandey, Associate Professor from Sharda

University as the expert panelist. This session

was well attended by member exporters from

different parts of the country along with Mr.

Ravi K Passi, Chairman, EPCH; and Mr. Rajesh

Rawat, Joint Director, EPCH.  Ms. Ankita S.

Pandey is a design leader & academician

having 18+ years of experience with award winning success like,

designing for 80+ Pop culture international brands, Disney, Warner

brothers, Game of thrones, Reid & Taylor, Freecultr, H&M, Nicole

Farhi, Anthropologie, FCUK, etc. She is also a registered mentor at

Sharda University's Incubation Centre.

The session was initiated with the expert panelist touching
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in increasing exports. They are skill development, emerging new

markets, better marketing strategies, shift to sustainable

development, etc.

Further, the expert faculty highlighted that sustainability is

not possible without collaboration. Manufacturers should

collaborate with each other to reduce costs. This progress will

only be made if brands join forces to solve common problems,

drawing on each other's expertise to get the industry to the place

it needs to be. It should be used as mobilising potential and

resources, marketing and advertising for an effective supply and

distribution system, with establishment of more crafts and design

institutes in India.

She also showed the future consumer trends which will be

shifted towards social commerce. “Key consumer sentiment =

fear + eco-anxiety + financial uncertainty -> resilience + optimism.

There is shift towards locally manufactured products produced

with the benefits to the weaker section of society. Sourcing locally

helps in reducing shipping and packaging. Packaging also helps

in selling product. Packaging should also tell a story and be

environment friendly.,” she emphasised.

Ms. Pandey added that every individual should take

responsibility to move towards sustainability. This will help in

regaining consumer trust and serve a purpose for social

development.

The way ahead
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Quick Ways to Optimise Forex Operations in Turbulent Times
27th October 2020: This session was

well attended by EPCH member

exporters from different parts of the

country along with Mr. Ravi K Passi,

Chairman, EPCH; and Mr.  Rajesh

Rawat, Joint Director, EPCH.  Expert

panelist was Mr. Anand Tandon, an ex-

banker with 20+ years of experience

in Treasury Management and Founder

and Chief Executive Officer, myforexeye and Mr. Ritesh Victor, an

ex-Chief Treasury Officer with 20 years of experience in Forex &

Treasury Management and Technical Analysis, Country Head -

Market Risk Advisory and Skills Development, myforexeye.

Welcoming the panelists, Mr. Ravi K Passi

highlighted the importance of forex management in

export business and spoke from his experience as a

manufacturer exporter, citing the rapid market

changes as well as optimisation of forex operation as

an important business activity.

Among expert faculty, Mr. Ritesh Victor initiated

the informative session with his presentation on

current forex rates view. He showed the Rupee

dynamics (fundamental analysis) of Indian currency

with comparison to Dollar which are foreign inflows

and outflows, dollar index, RBI intervention, currency depreciation

stimulus packages and trade surplus. These are the dynamics which

were analysed pre-covid and post-covid. There has been more

outflow of foreign exchange in lockdown as the exports stopped

and imports of medical equipment increased.

Some components of currency calculation are:

Continuing his presentation Mr. Ritesh Victor showed the

benefits of hedging and benchmarking of forex currency. A forex

hedge is a transaction implemented to protect an existing or

anticipated position from an unwanted move in exchange rates.

Forex benchmarks (also referred to as "fixings") provide a validated

and standard exchange rate for market participants (typically

pension funds and fund managers) to consistently assess the

value of their international portfolios at set times of the day. The

session was carried forward by Mr. Amit Tandon. He demonstrated

Myforexeye App. In his detailed demonstration he showed how

exporter can manage forex by using their app. This app enables

its user to track live forex rates, provide hedging advices for

foreign currency exposures on a regular basis, get the best Buyer's/

Supplier's credit quotes from overseas banks, LC discounting,

Export factoring etc. 

Mr. Ravi K Passi, Chairman, EPCH; and expert panelists - Mr. Ritesh Victor and Mr. Anand Tandon
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2nd November 2020:  With Ms.Urvashi Gupta, Account Manager

- South Asia, WGSN, as expert faculty, this session was saw the

virtual presence of Mr. Ravi K Passi, Chairman, EPCH; Mr.  Rajesh

Rawat, Joint Director, EPCH; and Ms. Amla Srivastava, Head

Designer, EPCH.  It was well attended by member exporters from

different parts of the country.

Ms.Urvashi Gupta has over 13 years of experience in Account

Management, Vendor Development, Buying and Merchandising,

Consulting and Operations in the Apparel & Fashion Industry space.

She has been associated with WGSN since May 2009 and has

represented WGSN South Asia as a speaker at forums and

conferences in India, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. She elaborated

on themes and future trends for furniture and lighting.

Starting explained the Psychology of Cocooning as a major

trend. “Cocooning is the act of hiding oneself from the normal

social environment, which may be perceived as distracting,

Trend Forecast Spring/Summer 2021
Furniture & Lighting

Ms.Urvashi Gupta, Account Manager - South Asia, WGSN; and

Ms. Amla Srivastava, Head Designer, EPCH

unfriendly, dangerous, or otherwise unwelcome, at least for the

present,” she said and added that Technology has made cocooning

easier than ever before. The telephone and the Internet are

inventions that made possible a kind of socialised cocooning in

which one can live in physical isolation while maintaining contact

with others through telecommunication.
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She also urged manufacturers to consider the new scenario

of doing business where the customers will be adopting and

shifting to a lifestyle thereby creating a demand for functional,

utilitarian, sustainable and reusable products fitting to their

transformed way of living and consuming products & service. She

also shared the concept of  The Home Sanctuary i.e. cultivating

space, Creative Self-reliance, Distant togetherness, Meaningful

optimisation and Encourage creativity.

Moving forward with the presentation she explained the

trend capsules for wellness furniture and lighting with focus on

Ergonomic furniture. Ergonomic furniture describes products

which have been designed with comfort, functionality and the

movement of the human body in mind. This type of furniture is

becoming more popular in modern office design schemes and is

something we would recommend considering as part of any

upcoming refurbishment or fit out project. Next is cosy comfort
furniture. These type of furniture describes products which have

cosiness or soft comfort texture. These products consist of fur

which gives relaxation to the body.

Then is Sofa Sanctuary. These type of furniture describes

products which helps in getting connected with the living room.

Living rooms which have become yoga spots, time spending with

family should have these types of products having fur and cushion

tucked around furniture. Other furniture trends Soft flexibility,

multi-tasking furniture, task lighting gaming furniture etc. These

type of trends are getting demanded by the customers as this

COVID-19 pandemic have forced businesses to work from home

and these new official norm has to provide comfort to the user. 


